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1,6-Hexanethiol (HSC₆SH) self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on Au(111) were formed in a 1 mM ethanolic solution and were investigated by voltammetry in 0.1 M aqueous KOH solution. HSC₆SH SAMs on Au(111) were further probed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), sum frequency generation spectroscopy (SFG), and molecular mechanics calculation (MMC). An identical investigation was performed with the self-assembly of hexanethiol (C₆SH) on Au(111) for comparison. Linear sweep voltammograms showed that a full monolayer of thiolate (7.6 (±0.2) × 10⁻¹⁰ mol⁻²) chemisorbed on Au(111) with both HSC₆SH and C₆SH, while the peak potential of the electroreduction of the former assembly was more negative than that of the latter. XPS revealed that two different forms of sulfur existed at HSC₆SH SAMs on Au(111), i.e. a thiolate and a thiol. The STM image could not be resolved with HSC₆SH SAMs, while it was atomically well-defined with the C₆SH case. SFG results showed that alkyl chains within the HSC₆SH SAMs were in an all-trans conformation. Thus the experimental results concluded that densely packed and highly oriented HSC₆SH SAMs could be successfully formed on Au(111) with the incubation conditions in the practical solution. MMC presented that HSC₆SH SAMs were more stable than C₆SH ones because of the additional end–end interaction among the thiol groups faced up to the air, albeit both SAMs were tilted by 28° from the surface normal.

Introduction

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of organic thiols on gold have been extensively studied for the past few decades. They are good molecular candidates to be used in many application areas as well as highly reproducible model systems for understanding organic interfaces. Many applications, molecular nanoelectronics is receiving interest as the most attractive field, in which the organic molecules are used as a key electronic component. SAMs with ω-functional groups have been widely used for this purpose because of their unique advantages such as ease of preparation, highly ordered structure, and well-documented properties. The functionalities on the top of SAMs mainly control the surface properties of the organic film. Among them, thiol-terminated surfaces, with their high affinity to metals, can serve as templates for the formation of metal film or metal wires at the SAM–ambient interface by preventing the diffusion of metal into SAMs and the formation of a short circuit. The most suitable constituent for the formation of a thiol-terminated SAM is dithiol. Dithiol SAMs have been utilized to make nanodevices, for measurements of electricity transport, and for multilayer formation. So far, most studies have focused on their use either as a linker for metal nanoparticles to study charge transfer or as a spacer for multilayer formation. Compared to the well-studied monothiolate SAMs, not many reports have focused on the growth and structure of dithiol SAMs, and disagreements exist among the literature reported concerning the preparation of dithiol SAMs, the resulting structures, and the quality of dithiol SAMs. The functionalities on the SAMs and inhibit their application in molecular electronics, as was pointed out in their work. Recently, the same group asserted the importance of the problem again. On the other hand, Bard et al. used HSC₆SH as a linker to construct a copper(I)–dithiol multilayer thin film, which was evidenced by ellipsometric, X-ray photoelectron and fluorescence spectroscopic, and electrochemical techniques. HSC₆SH was also used for the preparation of CdS nanoparticles–dithiol multilayer by one of us and Alivisatos. HSC₆SH used to immobilize...
a spontaneous robust multilayer formation up to eight layers through disulfide linkage by using this molecule as a spacer was also reported by the Blanchard research group. In that study, HSC$_6$SH was claimed to adsorb on a gold surface as monothiolate via only one thiol functionality and was shown to have an upright molecular structure for the linking chemistry between layers to take place. With this configuration, one free thiol group of HSC$_6$SH SAMs is pendent with respect to the Au substrate and serves as the platform for the applications. Yi et al. demonstrated that a monolayer of HSC$_6$SH SAMs could be monitored to be formed on Au under argon atmosphere within 1 h and remained for hours in 1 mM ethanolic solution by time-resolved surface plasmon resonance measurements, while stepwise multilayers under atmospheric conditions could be formed within the period of several hours. They estimated a tilt angle of 39° on the basis of a comparison between the experimental (6.9 Å) and theoretical (10.9 Å) values. By using a micromechanical cantilever sensor and a molecular simulation study, Hope-Weeks et al. monitored the formation of SAMs of alkanedithiols. They concluded that hexanethiol adsorbed onto the gold surface via only one thiol group. An upright molecular structure model with formation of an intralayer disulfide bond on the top of HSC$_6$SH SAM was also proposed.

The formation of the intralayer disulfide linkage was suggested to take place spontaneously in the presence of trace oxidants and to cause a rearrangement of molecular configuration of HSC$_6$SH molecules in the SAM. Thus, formation of HSC$_6$SH SAMs on Au appears to be a sensitive function of the experimental variables involved during the preparation, and apparently conflicting results exist in the literature on the formation kinetics, structure, quality, and stability of HSC$_6$SH SAMs on Au(111) substrate. The possibility of the formation of disulfide was also discussed.

**Experimental Section**

**Materials.** HSC$_6$SH (>96%), C$_6$SH (>95%), and KOH (semiconductor grade) were purchased from Aldrich. Ethanol (reagent grade) and H$_2$SO$_4$ (suprapure grade) were obtained from Wako Pure Chemicals. All chemicals were used as received. Water was purified using a Milli-Q purification system (Millipore). Ultrapure Ar gas (99.9995%) was purchased from Air Water.

A Au(111) single crystal was prepared from a gold wire (99.999% pure, Tanaka Precious Metal) by the Clavilier method and was then cut and mechanically polished. The real surface area of the Au(111) single-crystal electrode was estimated from the cathodic current corresponding to the reduction of Au oxide to be 0.078 cm$^2$. STM observations were carried out on an atomically flat (111) facet formed on the surface of a gold single-crystal bead. The gold substrates used for SFG measurements were prepared by vacuum evaporation. Titanium of 10 nm in thickness was evaporated on a slide glass followed by 100-nm-thick gold evaporation at an evaporation rate of 0.01 nm s$^{-1}$ at 200 °C. The gold surface was flame-annealed in a hydrogen flame and cooled under an argon stream before each measurement.

**Electrochemical Measurements.** Electrochemical measurements were performed in a three-compartment electrochemical cell using an EG&G 283A potentiostat. The electrode potential was referred to a Ag/AgCl electrode, and a Pt wire was used as the counter electrode. The electrolyte solution was deaerated by bubbling Ar gas for at least 30 min before each experiment.

**STM.** STM measurements were carried out by using a NanoScope E (Digital Instrument) or a PicoSPM (Molecular Imaging). STM images were obtained in constant current mode. STM tips were prepared from Pt–Ir (8:2) wire (Tanaka Precious Metal or California Fine Wire Company) by the mechanical cutting method.

**XPS.** XP spectra were obtained using a PHI 5800 ESCA System with Al Kα radiation. Base pressure in the analysis chamber was 5 × 10$^{-7}$ Pa. Wide scans were carried out with 50 eV pass energy, 25 W electron-beam power, and a resolution of 0.8 eV. Narrow-scan spectra of the S 2p and Au 4f regions were taken with 15 eV pass energy, 100 W electron-beam power, and a resolution of 0.1 eV. All the binding energy was calibrated with an Au 4f$_{7/2}$ peak at 84.0 eV.

**SFG.** A detailed description of the SFG system has been described elsewhere. Briefly, the loosely focused visible (10 ps duration, 10 cm$^{-1}$ bandwidth, 4 μJ/pulse energy) and broadband IR (100 fs duration, 200 cm$^{-1}$ bandwidth, 2 μJ/pulse energy) beams were overlapped at a sample surface. The incident angle of the visible and IR were about 51 and 73 degrees, respectively. The SF light generated from the sample surface was detected by a spectograph (Oriel Instruments, MS-257).
and an ICCD multichannel detector (Andor, iStar). The SFG spectrum was obtained by dividing the ICCD output of the sample by that of GaAs. In the present experiment, polarization of the SFG, VIS, and IR beams to obtain SFG spectra were p, p, and p, respectively, and SFG spectra were analyzed by using the following equation:\(^1\)

\[
I_{\text{SFG}} = \frac{X_{\text{NR}}^{(2)}}{\omega - \omega_0 + i\Gamma_0} + A_0 e^{i\phi} + \frac{\omega_0}{\omega - \omega_0 + i\Gamma_0}
\]

where \(\omega\) is the infrared frequency, \(X_{\text{NR}}^{(2)}\) is the nonresonant contribution to the surface nonlinear susceptibility, and \(\omega_0, A_0, \phi, \) and \(\Gamma_0\) are the resonant frequency, transition amplitude, phase difference between resonant and nonresonant terms, and homogeneous width, respectively.

**SAMs Preparation.** C\(_6\)SH was self-assembled on a Au(111) surface simply by immersion of Au(111) substrate into an ethanolic solution containing 1 mM C\(_6\)SH for 12 h. The HSC\(_6\)SH SAMs were prepared by immersing the Au(111) substrate in an ethanol solution of HSC\(_6\)SH with a concentration of 1 mM for a certain period of time (varied from 1 min to 10 h). The HSC\(_6\)SH solutions were saturated with Ar before the incubation. The process of HSC\(_6\)SH SAM formation was kept under Ar atmosphere and in the dark to minimize the oxidative formation of disulfide.

**Theoretical Method and Molecular Modeling.** Molecular modeling calculations for SAMs and single thiol molecules bound to a gold surface were performed with the HyperChem (Hypercube, Inc.) software program on a PC with an Intel Pentium D 2.66 GHz microprocessor.\(^{51}\)

The three-dimensional structure for C\(_6\)SH and HSC\(_6\)SH molecules are drawn by using the “model build” function in the software. A stable structure was obtained through “geometry optimization” using ab initio quantum mechanical calculation to express potential energy as a function of atomic configuration. The basis set used in ab initio calculation was “6-31G**”. The results of the calculation included atomic charges for each atom. Those atomic charges were used to calculate the electrostatic term of potential energy in molecular mechanics.

The gold single-crystal structure was obtained from a child program of HyperChem, “crystal builder”.\(^{52}\) The Au(111) surface coordinates were achieved manually by rotating the coordinates of the crystal in a proper direction to find the cross section of Au(111) and eliminating the atoms below and above the (111) plane. The C\(_6\)SH and HSC\(_6\)SH molecules then deposited on the Au(111) surface with a fixed distance around 5 Å, which represented the SAMs, and are shown in Figure 2. The SAM structure contained 37 C\(_6\)SH or HSC\(_6\)SH molecules. As shown in Figure 2a, the center molecule was encircled by 6, 12, and 18 molecules as the first, second, and third layers of surrounding molecules, respectively. In this configuration, the center molecule was used as a representative of the molecules in SAM.

Molecular Mechanics+ (MM+) force field, which is an extension of MM2, developed by Allinger and co-workers to represent the potential energy, was used in this study.\(^{53}\)

The Au, S, C, and H atoms were represented by yellow, red, cyan, and gray spheres, respectively. The SAM is composed of 37 single (di)thiol molecules with a fixed distance of 5 Å between two molecules.

The structures obtained through the performance of “geometry optimization” until the root-mean-square (rms) gradient reached 0.1 (kcal/Å mol) are not optimum geometry, because the potential energy surfaces are too complex for simple geometry optimization to find the real optimum structure. To find the real optimum structures, a molecular dynamics simulation for 100 ps with holding the coordinates of all Au atoms was performed and followed by a second molecular dynamics simulation for 1 ns, which started from the final structure of the first simulation. The purpose of first simulation was just to find the stable structures of SAM, and the second simulation was used to understand the dynamic structural properties of SAMs. A constant temperature of 300 K was used in the simulation, and the snapshots were collected every 0.1 ps.

The angles of the C\(_6\)SH and HSC\(_6\)SH molecules in SAMs with respect to the surface normal of the Au(111) substrate were analyzed. By comparing the calculated angles with the well-known experimental values, the validity of the present calculation was justified.

One of the purposes of the present calculation was to determine the stabilization energy of (di)thiol molecules in SAMs due to their intermolecular interactions. To achieve this, the energy of the center molecule in each SAM was used. One hundred snapshots with the same intervals from the result of 1 ns molecular dynamics for every SAM on Au(111) were collected. The energy of each snapshot was calculated by performing “single-point” calculation.

**Results and Discussion**

**Linear Sweep Voltammogram.** Although the previous works extensively relied on surface techniques to probe the formation, structure, and quality of HSC\(_6\)SH on a Au electrode,\(^{30,33,35,41,44}\) an electrochemical method was chosen to investigate them in this study because electrochemistry is an integrative technique, while spectroscopic techniques are inherently local probes. To obtain the information of the kinetic process of HSC\(_6\)SH adsorption on a Au substrate, the process of HSC\(_6\)SH SAM formation was investigated by means of linear sweep voltammograms (LSVs). The linear sweep reductive desorption measurements were carried out after the Au(111) electrode was incubated in an HSC\(_6\)SH solution for various periods of time. The Au(111) single crystal electrode was placed in an ethanol solution containing 1 mM HSC\(_6\)SH with a hanging meniscus configuration so that only the Au(111) single crystal surface was exposed to the HSC\(_6\)SH solution.
known to undergo the reductive desorption when a negative potential is applied to the Au(111) surface, in which the gold-sulfur bond was broken in this reductive process. Generally, thiol SAMs are known to undergo the reductive desorption when a negative potential is applied to the Au electrode.54–68 In this process, charge is transferred from Au to the thiols, and most of the desorbed thiolates are diffused away from the Au surface. The electrochemical half reaction is \( \text{RS}^- + \text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{RS} \) at a scan rate of 20 mV s\(^{-1}\). It should be noted that the reductive desorption current peak contains two components. The most important one is the charge transfer between the electrode and the chemisorbed thiols (Faradic process), and the other is a smaller capacitive component linked to the formation of the double layer on the surface.55,59–61,63–66

Figure 3 shows the LSVs obtained in a 0.1 M KOH solution from 0 to −1.1 V at a scan rate of 20 mV s\(^{-1}\) after the electrode was incubated in the HSC\(_6\)SH solutions for various periods of time. A series of reductive current peaks associated with different formation times was observed. Those peaks were assigned to represent the desorption of hexanedithiolate (HSC\(_6\)S\(_2\)) from the Au(111) surface, in which the gold-sulfur bond was broken in this reductive process. Generally, thiol SAMs are known to undergo the reductive desorption when a negative potential is applied to the Au electrode.54–68

The potential at which the thiolate desorption occurs was found to be strongly dependent on a number of factors, such as chain-length, degree of ordering, various forms of intermolecular interactions within the SAMs, crystallinity of the substrate and so on.50–61,66,67 Therefore, the area, shape, and position of the reductive desorption peak provide useful information on the adsorption state of SAMs, such as the adsorbed amount, stability, adsorption energy, orientation, and substrate morphology. For example, it was found that the longer the alkyl chain was, the more negative the reductive peak potential was, reflecting that the van der Waals attractive interaction among alkyl chains was a significant contributor to the shift.55–64,67

It can be seen in Figure 3 that the peak area increased and that the peak position shifted negatively as the adsorption time increased. The shape of the reductive desorption peak was also found to change from broad to relatively sharp when the incubation time was increased. The area and position of the cathodic peak reflected the amount of adsorption and the order of SAM, respectively.1,2,54–68 The shift in the reductive desorption peak position is a result of the potential and integrated charge of the reductive desorption peaks is summarized for further analysis in Figure 4. The charges associated with the reductive desorption of HSC\(_6\)SH SAMs at different adsorption times were obtained by the integration of charge from LSVs with double-layer charge correction, and only Faradic charge was presented. Figure 4 shows that the reductive charge increased as the incubation time increased and reached 74 µC cm\(^{-2}\) at around 10 min. It is well-known that the reductive desorption of alkanethiolate from Au substrate is a one-electron process,55 and therefore this Faradic charge (74 µC cm\(^{-2}\)) amounts to a thiolate surface concentration of 7.5 × 10\(^{-10}\) mol cm\(^{-2}\). This is in good agreement with the surface concentration calculated from an alkanethiol SAM in the (ς/3) R 30° structure formed on a Au(111) surface, which gave a saturated coverage value of 7.6 × 10\(^{-10}\) mol cm\(^{-2}\).55–68 This result suggests that a full coverage of HSC\(_6\)SH on the Au(111) substrate was indeed formed and excluded the formation of a looping structure in this dithiol SAM. The observed charge is different from the previous studies, in which a 130 µC cm\(^{-2}\) reductive charge of HSC\(_6\)SH SAMs was observed and a partially formed intralayer disulfide bond on the top of the dithiol SAMs was proposed.26,47 This result indicates that the intralayer disulfide bond was not formed in the present case and that the rearrangement of HSC\(_6\)SH molecular configuration did not occur here.

The peak position of the reductive desorption was also found to be shifted negatively in Figure 4, reflecting an increase in the stability of the HSC\(_6\)SH SAMs with the adsorption time increased. It is interesting to note that the peak position continued to shift negatively even after the saturated coverage had been reached. Although the saturated coverage was reached within 10 min, the negative shift of the cathodic peak continued for more than 1 h. This shows that the order of the HSC\(_6\)SH SAMs was still low even when the full coverage had been reached, and that the reorganization and ordering of the SAM continued to achieve a highly ordered SAM as the incubation time increased. This observation agrees with the biphasic adsorption kinetics found in the monothiolate SAM formation.1,2,66–74 This two-step formation process includes a very fast step, which takes a few minutes, followed by a slow step, which lasts for hours. It is thought that the first step is governed by the surface-headgroup reaction, and the slow step is related to a surface crystallization process, where alkyl chains get out of the disordered state and form a two-dimensional crystal state, and therefore the peak position is decided by the chain disorder, the different components of intermolecular interaction, and so on.1,2,54 It is well-known that, in the case of alkanethiol SAMs on Au(111), the negative shift in the reductive peak potential arises from the decrease in the fractional drop of the applied voltage across the sulfur headgroup as the length of the alkyl chain increases and from the cohesive interactions between polymethylene chains.55,57,67
in the case of the dithiol examined in the present work. It is interesting to note that a shoulder peak around $-0.95$ V along with a broad peak at the peak potentials of $-0.85$ and $-0.86$ V appeared in the LSV with incubation times of 1 and 8 min, respectively. The broad peak at the positive potential was the major one, and it was suggested to correspond to a SAM with a disordered state existing in the early stage of SAM formation. On the other hand, the shoulder peak was a minor one, and its position was similar to that in the LSV at 30 min incubation, suggesting that a relatively ordered SAM structure was partially formed, even with short formation times.

To further assess the HSC₆SH adsorption behavior, the kinetic process of the HSC₆SH self-assembly formation on Au(111) surface was analyzed. On the basis of the electrochemical measurements (Figure 3 and 4), the coverage $\theta$ can be expressed as a function of the reaction time. The surface coverage $\theta$ can be obtained as

$$\theta = \frac{Q}{Q_{\text{Full}}}$$

(2)

where $Q_t$ is the integrated charge of the reductive desorption peak at the incubation time $t$, and $Q_{\text{Full}}$ is the charge of a full monolayer. A plot of surface coverage vs time during the adsorption of HSC₆SH from the 1 mM solution is shown in Figure 5. The well-known Langmuir monolayer adsorption model was employed to fit this adsorption curve.⁷⁴⁻⁷⁶ If the adsorption process follows this model, the rate of the surface adsorption is governed by the Langmuir isotherm, which is given by

$$\frac{d\theta}{dt} = k_a(1 - \theta)C - k_d\theta$$

(3)

where $k_a$ and $k_d$ are the intrinsic rate constants of adsorption and desorption, respectively, and $C$ is the concentration of adsorbate. Since the desorption process is negligible or $k_d \ll k_a$,⁷⁴,⁷⁵ with the substitution of $k_{\text{obs}} = k_aC + k_d$, eq 3 gives rise to

$$\theta = 1 - \exp(-k_{\text{obs}}t)$$

(4)

The observed results were then fitted to eq 4. The solid line in Figure 5 represents the best fit to the experimental data with the adsorption rate constants ($k_{\text{obs}}$) of 0.78 min⁻¹, which is 1 order of magnitude higher than that of the charged monothiol (HSC₆SH-COO⁻) adsorbed on Au.⁷⁵ The excellent fit of the data to the Langmuir model should not be thought to imply that all the assumptions in the model are valid in the current situation, especially the intermolecular interaction assumption. It may be thought that identical intermolecular interactions exist with the SAM.

The LSV of HSC₆SH SAMs on a Au(111) substrate formed from 3 h incubation was recorded in a 0.1 M KOH solution at a potential scan rate of 20 mV s⁻¹ and is shown in Figure 6 as a dashed line (line b). In this circumstance, the hexanedithiol SAM was thought to reach its saturated coverage with highly ordered configuration. The LSV of the C₆SH SAM was also recorded and is shown in Figure 6 as a solid line (line a). The sharp cathodic peak of $-0.92$ V corresponding to the reductive desorption of the monothiolate, C₆S, agrees with the one reported in the previous studies.⁵⁵,⁵⁸ Meanwhile, the peak potential of the reductive desorption of the dithiol (HSC₆SH) SAM was found at $-0.98$ V, around 60 mV negatively shifted from that of the monothiol SAM. This negative shift in the peak position reflects an increase in the stability of the HSC₆SH SAM, i.e., attractive interaction among the adsorbed molecules, compared to that of the C₆SH SAM. Several interactions are known to be involved in the organothiol SAMs on Au substrate, including S–Au interaction, chain–chain interaction, and end group–end group and end group–environment interactions.¹,²,⁵₄,⁵₉,₆₇,⁷⁷ The overall balance of those interactions governed the structure and stability of the SAMs, and can be characterized from reductive desorption potential.⁵₉,₆₇,⁷⁷ Since all those interactions give additive contribution to the reductive desorption peak, and it is reasonable to assume that the energies of S–Au interaction and chain–chain interaction are invariant for both HSC₆SH and C₆SH SAMs, the additional intermolecular end group interaction on HSC₆SH SAMs is likely to be the main reason for the observed change in the reductive desorption potential. Therefore, this negative shift in the reduction peak potential of HSC₆SH SAMs from that of C₆SH ones could be attributed to the S–S interactions on HSC₆SH SAMs which provided their higher stability compared to that of C₆SH SAMs.

All the above experiments were performed under deaerated atmosphere and in the dark. To see the effect of air during the SAM preparation step, HSC₆SH SAMs were prepared under the air atmosphere. LSV c in Figure 6 (dotted line) shows the reductive desorption of the hexanedithiol layer on Au(111) formed from 10 h incubation in a 1 mM HSC₆SH solution, which was exposed to the air. The peak potential and the reductive charge were $-1.11$ V and 75 $\mu$C cm⁻², respectively. The observed peak potential was more negative than that of the reductive desorption of HSC₆SH SAMs prepared under inert atmosphere. Since the observed charge was still around 75 $\mu$C cm⁻², the negative shift in the peak potential was not due to the formation of the intralayer disulfide bond on the top of SAM.
as was suggested to be formed in the previous studies.26,47 Instead a hexanediathiol bilayer and/or even multilayer structure, via an interlayer disulfide linkage between the thiols of the hexanediathiol in the neighbor layers, was proposed to be formed under the experimental conditions, because this peak potential was more negative than that of the reductive desorption of dodecanethiol (C_{12}SH) SAMs on Au(111) surface, which was reported to be \(-1.07\) V.\(^{55}\) The peak potential change was due to the increase of chain-length interaction in this case. It was still surprising to see that almost the same reductive desorption charge was found in both hexanediathiol multilayer and monolayer structure. The dissociation of disulfide bond did not take place simultaneously with the breaking of the S–Au bond. The reason may be that the bond energy of the disulfide is higher than that of the Au–S bond\(^78\) and that the formed disulfide linkage here is buried in the middle of the bi/multilayer SAM structure. So breaking this interlayer disulfide bond will be more difficult than breaking the intralayer disulfide bond that existed on the top of the SAM in the previous studies.\(^{26,47}\) After dissociation of the Au–S bond, the desorbed thiolates were thought to leave the electrode surface, and the interlayer disulfide linkages were considered not available for the charge transfer reaction with the electrode.

**XPS and STM.** The XP spectrum in the S 2p region of HSC_{6}SH SAMs on Au(111) presented in Figure 7a is shown. The position of this S 2p peak was found at 163.6 eV, which can be best fit with the two sets of S 2p doublets. Each doublet corresponds to S 2p_{3/2} and S 2p_{1/2}. In one set of doublets, the S 2p_{3/2} and S 2p_{1/2} peaks were 162.1 and 163.0 eV, respectively, which were in good agreement with the reported 2p_{3/2} chemical shift of a thiolate in alkanethiol SAMs on gold (RS–Au).\(^{79}\) The other set of doublets, the S 2p_{3/2} and S 2p_{1/2} peaks, were found to be 163.6 and 164.8 eV, which agreed with that of a thiol in a polycrystalline sample (RSH).\(^{79}\) This indicated that two types of sulfur species, i.e., Au–SR and RSH, coexisted in HSC_{6}SH SAMs and suggested that HSC_{6}SH molecules were attached to gold at one end via a S–Au bond with another thiol group remaining unreacted and faced to the SAM–ambient interface.

The XP spectrum of the HSC_{6}SH SAM on Au(111) presented in Figure 7b was recorded after 3 weeks of contact with air and light in ambient laboratory conditions. Other than organic thiol and thiolate, a sulfur peak with a binding energy of 169 eV was observed. This S 2p peak was thought to be representative of a sulfonate or sulfonic acid moiety, originating from the oxidation of the thiolate or thiols.\(^{43,80}\) Note that the thiol/thiolate signal intensity ratio in Figure 7b remained almost the same as that in Figure 7a. This phenomenon indicated that the ratio of Au–S bond and free thiol group was unaffected by the oxidation, suggesting that the oxidation reaction proceeded not only at the –SH group on the top of dithiol SAMs but also at the Au–S bond of the SAM/Au interface. It has been shown in a previous study that a sulfonate peak along with a Au–S peak was observed in the XP spectra when a monothiolate SAM on Au was exposed to O_{2}/light.\(^{80}\) Since both thiol (–SH) and thiolate (Au–S) were all oxidized during the exposure experiment to the air and light, the intensity ratio of these two did not change before and after the sample was exposed to air/light.

STM images of HSC_{6}SH SAMs and C_{6}SH SAMs on Au(111) are shown in Figure 8A and 8B, respectively. Note that no ordered region can be observed for HSC_{6}SH SAMs (Figure 8A), and therefore there is no molecular resolution image is present for this dithiol SAM. In the meantime, the molecular resolution for C_{6}SH SAMs was obtained (Figure 8B). The lack of ordered image of HSC_{6}SH SAMs will be temporally attributed to the significant interaction between the Pt tip and the thiol-terminated surface. This is the evidence suggesting that the looplike structure was not present with the HSC_{6}SH SAMs prepared in this study. Otherwise, the stripe-pattern, which was dissociated the dithiol molecule lying flat on the Au(111) substrate, will be observed.\(^{42}\) Figure 8C shows the STM image of HSC_{6}SH SAMs with large scan size (300 nm \( \times \) 300 nm). A relatively homogeneous image with a single monatomic height step, which separated different terraces on Au(111) surface, was observed. This indicates the formation of HSC_{6}SH SAMs on Au with an ordered structure.

**SFG.** SFG spectroscopy has demonstrated to be a powerful tool for the study of structure information of a molecular layer on a solid surface.\(^{49,81–88}\) It can determine not only orientation and conformational orders, but also the lateral order and symmetry of molecular layers at surfaces. Unlike Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy, a reference spectrum is not required in the SFG measurement because of its high interface sensitivity. Figure 9 shows the SFG spectra of the three samples prepared in this study, namely, (a) HSC_{6}SH SAMs on
configuration by SFG, the formation of an intralayer disulfide bond can be excluded.

**Theoretical Calculation.** Molecular dynamics calculation for HSC₆SH and C₆SH SAMs were performed for 100 ps followed by a second 1 ns simulation at 300 K. The angles of the HSC₆SH or C₆SH molecules in each SAM with their optimized structure, with respect to the surface normal of the Au(111) substrate, were collected for the second molecular dynamics simulation and plotted as a probability density function or population, as shown in Figure 10. It clearly shows that the tilt angles of both molecules in the SAMs are almost identical and are all around 30°. This is in good agreement with the well-known fact that the title angle for the SAMs of alkylthiol is 30°. Since the optimized structure of HSC₆SH SAMs is similar to that of corresponding monothiol ones, the alkyl chain of an HSC₆SH molecule in SAMs should have an all-trans conformation, which is consistent with the results of SFG in this study.

The potential energies of SAMs for HSC₆SH and C₆SH were obtained by calculating the potential energy of the center molecule in the SAMs. By doing this, the energy of a center molecule affected by outer molecules can be obtained, and the center molecule here is representative of the entire SAM. The potential energies of HSC₆SH and C₆SH SAMs were found to be 12.9 and 14.7 kcal mol⁻¹, respectively, and clearly indicate that the HSC₆SH SAMs are more stable than C₆SH SAM. This result is compatible with the electrochemical measurements (vide supra) very well.

**Conclusions**

Densely packed and highly ordered HSC₆SH SAMs with an upright molecular structure, in which the dithiol molecules were found to be bound to the substrate via the thiolate link from one of the thiol groups, and the second one was free at the SAM–ambient interface, were formed on a Au(111) substrate from the convenient laboratory conditions. The self-assembly adsorption process of HSC₆SH was studied, and a two-step process—a fast step followed by a slower one—was observed. The fit of a Langmuir adsorption model to the surface coverage versus time yielded an adsorption rate constant of 0.78 min⁻¹. A high stability of hexanedithiol SAMs compared to its corresponding monothiol, C₆SH SAMs, was evidenced by the observation of a negative shift in reductive peak potential from monothiol SAMs to dithiol SAMs. Within hexanedithiol SAMs, two types of sulfur species, i.e., thiolate-type sulfur (Au–SR) and tailgroup thiol sulfur (RSH), were identified by XPS.
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